B2B SALES KITS

COMING
SOON!
[ in the meantime, check out our
epic sales coaching service!]

B2B SALES COACHING
Virtual Sales Support
Get the expert sales help you've been asking for, and
take your wholesale brand to the next level and beyond!

E xpert B2B sales and marketing
guidance, mentorship and advice to
help you maximise your brand's impact!
!

As a brand creator or representative you're the person
most qualified for the job when it comes to the humancentric B2B sales and marketing cmpaign process, which
relies on the passion and personality of the brand and its
business people finding synergistic union with like-minded
brand partners. Problem is - you're probably so busy with
the creative processes that make your products so special
and unique that you haven't got the time or energy spare

wholesale brand. With decades of experience in both
sales and marketing and also in working with thousands of
business people within the natural products industry, we
can help you pair our sales and marketing know-how with
your product creation expertise so you can explore the
infinite potential in your wholesale brand. Choose from
the Game-Changer single strategy sessions to focus on
specific areas you'd like some skills or processes finetuning, or our Game-Changer strategy session series
where your support can cover more of the fundamental
processes and strategies that are important for building
successful campaigns, or alternatively select one of our
"outsourced sales manager" packages for ongoing

to do your sales and marketing the justice you know it
deserves! Its also super expensive to
put someone on for the role, and
they often don't have the passion
and personality to represent the
brand effectively, plus hiring people
for sales work can be a lucky dip that risks a
lot of time, money and energy that you just don't
have in abundance in the first place! Enter the
Foodsource B2B Sales Coaching service. Through Zoom
or your phone, we can effectively "beam into" your
business workplace to help you fine-tune your knowledge,
skills, processes and approach so you can tap into our
wealth of knowledge and get things moving for your

support, encouragement and advice and to keep you
focused and accountable and propelling forwards
towards your highest goals. In your wholesale
business nothing happens until you do, but
activity alone will not get you to the peak of your
potential. Put in place the methods, processes,
skills and approaches that we have honed over decades.
Combine your coaching with our online course material

or even better, purchase one of our B2B Sales Kits so you
have all the tools and resources at your fingertips. We've
run a campaign that built over 300 stockists within 4
months from a standing start on behalf of the brand
creator, and with the momentum established we could
have continued to build exponentially. Everything is
possible. Get the strategies, get the support and go for it!

B2B SALES
COACHING

Find out what's possible in your business with our
personalised coaching service. Our program offers one-onone encouragement, inspiration, advice and customdesigned strategic planning over Zoom or phone. With
decades of experience in B2B direct sales and marketing,
you'll benefit from the ability to connect your expertise
regarding your products with our expertise in sales and
marketing to help you make magic happen for your business

Lets make magic. You
bring the products; we'll
bring the sales and
marketing expertise.

GAME-CHANGER PROGRAM
$270 + GST OR 3 FOR $765 + GST

and brand! Sales is the art of transferring your enthusiasm
for your products and services into the minds and hearts of
your clients. Learn the strategies and skills in order to do this
naturally and effectively with the help and guidance of an
experienced mentor. Get the know-how to move your
products in a meaningful way using little more than a
telephone. Learn the ways you can build the genuine
business relationships that are fundamental to the B2B sales
environment. Get cracking! If you’ve got the products ready,
you’re ready to hit the market that needs them!

TRAILBLAZER PROGRAM
$1440 + GST

VISIONARY PROGRAM
$4680 + GST

60 mins strategy session with

12-week "outsourced sales

Got some big dreams? Simple.

content tailored for your needs

manager" program consisting of a

Take big action. We're here to help!

Identify areas for improvement and

total of 360 minutes of coaching.

An "outsourced sales manager"

development for maximum success

Includes initial 120 minute strategy

plus "training manager" program

Or craft a strategic goal, action or

session to kick-start the campaign

all in one! 1440 minutes of support!

incentive plan to kick-start your

Great by itself or for use in

We guide you through every step of

sales campaign

combination with the purchase of

the process so you can master high

Or refine your sales script, your

our Mind. Body. Sales online course

impact sales campaigns that get

sales processes or your approach

so you can work independently to

epic results! Plus we provide

Alternatively focus on the specific

craft your campaign and then use

ongoing support to keep you

sales area(s) of your choice

this initial session to fine-tune

accountable, focused and inspired!

Check out our Coaching Topics

processes, pitch, plans, etc, and

Initial 20 hours of campaign

page for info on the different

get an expert eye over it all.

training at a pace that suits your

options for your session's focus

Thereafter each week (12 in total)

schedule, thoroughly covering

Book a package of 3 sessions to

your 20 minute reporting sessions

almost all coaching program topics

cover some ground across the

allow us to evaluate your activities

Thereafter each week (12 in total)

different topics you need help with!

& results against outcomes, and to

your 20 minute reporting sessions

Alternatively multiple sessions can

provide trouble-shooting & support

allow us to track progress, identify

be staggered throughout your sales

Be accountable for your sales and

opportunities, reassure and inspire!

campaign for initial campaign fine-

marketing activities to keep up the

Imagine what you can achieve with

tuning plus ongoing

energy, enthusiasm and drive and

your brand with our expert know-

encouragement, support & advice!

ensure your campaign success!

how, inspiration and support?!

COACHING
TOPICS

For best results, the more time spent on effective campaign planning
and preparation, the better! Coaching topics follow the same subjects
as our Mind. Body. Sales online courses with the distinction that we
workshop the topic together for some direct, hands-on and practical
inspiration and support that is custom tailored to suit your specific
brand, business, goals and resources. Ideal time to spend on each
topic is at least an hour to help us trek through to the heart of your
brand and business, but ideally a minimum of 30 minutes per topic.

Attitude: The right mindset is essential for sales

Message: Your sales message needs to build

campaign success. Refine your approach to

credibility to reassure prospects, at the same time

ensure you have your most important tool working

as inspiring them to take action. Ensure your

for you: your mind.

campaign has all the elements for epic success.

Story: Defining the big picture of who you are as

Process: Your sales process determines the flow

a brand and the unique mission you serve helps

of your sales campaign work. Define the ideal

you present with confidence. Identify the heart

workflow that will help you make the maximum

and soul of your brand and your unique story.

impact with your sales campaign.

Aim: Understanding the specific goals for your

Tasks: What you do on a daily basis builds your

sales campaign helps you craft a purposeful and

campaign momentum and keeps you accountable

driven strategy. Define your vision for a sales

as you power towards your sales goals. Ensure

campaign that propels your brand forwards.

your action plan builds your ideal future goals.

Customer: Strong sales are the direct result of a

Insight: Make sure you're collecting all the key

campaign that understands the needs of its

information that helps you keep track of your

audience. Critical to your campaign is a deep

activities and results to ensure you're on track for

awareness of who your most ideal customer is.

your sales campaign goals now and in future.

Niche: Define the unique tribe of people who will

Phone Sales/Connect: Learn all the key tips and

love your products as much as you do, and

tricks for improving your phone sales campaign

importantly, identify where they SHOP! You can

game and presenting in a natural, authentic and

then identify your brand's ideal wholesale buyers

effective way.

List: If you make your contacts list work for you,

Phone Sales/Engage: Develop a script for your

you can make the most effective use of your time,

sales calls that communicates the magic of your

energy and resources. Having the right processes

brand and helps you to build an easy and organic

in place trumps having a lot of campaign time!

conversation with your prospects.

Personality: The words and images you choose,

Phone Sales/Inspire: Inspire confidence in your

as well as the approach you decide upon for your

audience and gain peace of mind by crafting a

campaign rely upon having an expert grasp of

set of responses to the most common objections

your brand's unique personality and flavour.

you will encounter during your sales campaign.

Products: Where do your products fit into the

Email Marketing: Inspire your audience with

overall market? When you understand your key

email messages that are irresistible in the Inbox,

points of difference and the gap in the market

and ensure your messages always captivate,

you occupy, you can craft an inspiring campaign.

reassure and inform in all the right ways.

Pitch: A good basic introductory pitch helps you

Direct Mail: Sending a sample? Postal mail is a

get a good handle on your brand's unique value

surprisingly effective way to reach people. Define

and benefits so you can express them in a direct,

an ideal strategy for getting your message

succinct and efficient way in your marketing.

signed, sealed and delivered to your prospects.

Promotion: Nail the perfect promotional offer for

Face-to-face Sales: Incorporating some face-to-

your potential channel partners and your sales

face sales is a highly effective way to build a

and marketing campaigns will be effortlessly

genuinehuman connection with your prospects.

successful. Create an offer with our support.

Learn tips for effective face-to-face presentations.

Collaboration: The deal-makers in your

Video Meetings: Get the hot tips on reaching

wholesale sales campaign revolve around the

prospects and building a natural connection

ways you will support the wholesale partnership

using video - an ideal way to bridge the gap

and how you present these in your campaign.

between phone sales and face-to-face methods.

COACHING
TESTIMONIALS
Thanks so much Vicki. I had always avoided sales and just didn’t know how to
get started. Thanks to you I am now armed with a great plan of attack and a
new set of skills and the idea of sales no longer seems daunting. I am actually
quite excited about it (can’t believe it) and looking forward to moving forward
with confidence
Lynne - Signature Herbals

So awesome even from the very first session, when I couldn’t help but wake my
husband up to whisper to him that it was really good! Heaps of fun and useful
tools that I can use daily and easily incorporate into my business routine to
maximise my potential - not just for my business but also for myself. I love the
way it was broken into separate themes so that I could work through it all
systematically without being overwhelmed. I also love that Vicki was able to
pinpoint what I need specifically in my business and was able to work with me in
a dynamic way to help achieve outcomes that are specifically tailored to my
business needs... I’m so happy I stumbled across this opportunity!
Kristy - Lil Daks

I really enjoyed our coaching session! It was wonderful to have such relevant
information and now a clear direction. Many thanks.
Louise - Kis My Body

We found our coaching session with you very inspiring and informative. Your
approach resonated very well with our way of doing business, which is led from
the heart. You have such a breadth of experience, from both a brand and
retailer’s perspective, which really shines through and offered us so many ‘a-ha’
moments. Our minds have been firing off lots of ideas since our session and
we’re looking forward to working with you further to help us build our brand.
Jeannie & Vicky - Natural Wonders Australia

